
Diane Dal-pra Oren Pinhassi
The central theme of Diane Dal-pra’s work is about our relationships
with possessions. The rituals and superstitions around objects we

own and how they engulf us and our identities as well as being a source
of comfort.

Oren Pinhassi’s sculptures examine the relationship between
the human figure, nature and the built environment. They are made from

sand and plaster, layered by hand over welded
steel skeletons.

Still Life Painting Activity Sand Sculpture Activity

Set up a still life of objects you are fond of, make sketches and
paintings of them. Try to capture the objects’ personalities and their

communication with one another.

Create sand sculptures on the beach using found materials!
Think of buildings and people, focussing on shapes and textures

you can see.

Step 1- Collect objects you like, or which mean a lot to you. These could be
objects you carry, have in your house or something you wear. What attracts you
to them?

Step 2- Set up the objects in a space. Think about what attracts you to these
objects and how can you show this in your sketches and paintings!

Step 3- Make sketches and paintings of the objects. Try to show their
personalities and how much they mean to you in your paintings, with the use of
colour and where you place them.

Step 1- Go to the beach or somewhere with sand. Look around you,
what shapes can you see in buildings, people and the scenery?

Step 2- What objects and materials are around you? Could you use any of
them in your sculpture?

Step 3- Think of how you can bring these shapes, materials, objects and
textures together into a sand sculpture. Start with a simple sculpture and
add detailing.



Gallery Activities
What can you see in the

artworks?

What objects can you find hidden in the artworks?
Do the shapes remind you of something?

Use the resources on our Big Ideas Box to experiment
with ways you can explore the artworks in the gallery!

Time for sketching

Make sketches of the space and be inspired by the art!

Use the resources we have on our Big
Ideas Box to create and inspire your drawings.
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